School Council Minutes
Date of meeting: 8.5.19
People present:
Y6:

Araon and Tayaab and Maleah

Y5:

Adriana and Kieran

Y4:

Joshua and Jasmine

Y3:

Success and Oscar

Y2:

Neil and Ashanti

Teacher:

Mrs Sokoli

Issues discussed in class council meetings
Year 2:

Having a clock outside

Year 3 (Arboretum):

More activities outside

Year 3 (Highfields):

More books to read

Year4:

Having padding on the monkey bars

Year 5:

Basketball hoops on the football pitch

Year 6:

Having our own stationary in class

Chosen issue for school council meeting
We had a vote on the issues above and there was a tie, so we have chosen to look at both stationary
and an outside clock.
Outside Clock
We thought that an outside clock would benefit the children because:





You would be ready to get into line
If you have an appointment during playtime, you know when to come in
It will help us in learning the time
We will know whether we have time to start a new game

We would obviously need the clock to be waterproof and make sure it is hung in a good spot; for
everyone to see.
Our own stationary in class
The positives of having our own stationary are:



The sharpeners always go missing; it would be good to have our own.
Children would have their own colours for golden time

The negatives of having our own stationary are:


Some children may not have the money and get picked on





We are putting pressure on parents to buy
Items may be lost or stolen, causing problems
May distract the children from their learning if they fidget

We feel that the school policy on this needs to be equal; some classes have their own stationary and
some don’t. We are interested to find out how you feel about this. Please answer these questions:
1. Do you have your own stationary in class?

Yes

No

2. Would you like to have your own stationary in class?

Yes

No

3. Do you think it’s OK that some classes are allowed their own
stationary and some aren’t?

Yes

No

Success stories
We now have blinds in the KS2 class rooms!
Thanks
Thank you to everyone that completed the questionnaires! We have started collating all the data.
Year 6 are going to figure out a way of presenting the data to us all, in their maths class.
Action Plan


Adriana and Kieron to find out how much an outside clock costs and discuss with Miss
Dawson how we will fund this

One issue our class would like to raise for the next school council
meeting is:

